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THE PRESSURE IS ON AS CHEFS PUT THEIR SKILLS TO THE TEST IN NEW 

FOOD NETWORK SERIES CHOPPED SWEETS 

   
Scott Conant Hosts as Chefs Compete to Make Sweet Masterpieces  

  

Series Premieres Monday, February 3rd at 10pm ET/PT  
  

  
NEW YORK – January 7, 2020 - Food Network’s celebrated culinary battle sweetens the competition with new primetime 
series Chopped Sweets, premiering Monday, February 3rd at 10pm ET/PT. Hosted by Chopped judge Scott Conant, each 
episode features four bold chefs competing to take on the toughest test of their lives. Faced with baffling ingredients and an 
unrelenting clock, these sensational sugar-savvy chefs must utilize a sweet-themed ingredient within their mystery baskets 
through three rounds to create different dessert iterations to impress Scott and a rotating panel of culinary experts who 
determine which chef will be chopped, and who will achieve sweet success and walk away with $10,000!  
  
“Chopped Sweets takes viewers on a sweet and exhilarating culinary ride, pushing some of the most talented chefs to their 
limits to create beautifully crafted desserts from eccentric mystery ingredients,” said Courtney White, President, Food Network. 
“Scott Conant brings his culinary and judging acumen as host to all the action, making Chopped Sweets a welcome addition 
to the Chopped family.” 
  
In the premiere episode the chefs find adult beverages in every basket as they must figure out a way to balance booze with 
pastry perfection. A special beer and a frozen treat are part of the puzzle in the first round, while a potent pop and a festive 
frosting meet in the second basket. In the third and final basket, will the larger than life cocktail win over the judges who are 
thirsting for truly fantastical desserts? Other episode themes feature the chefs taking on carnival ingredients as they set out 
to make whimsical desserts and creating miniature sweet concoctions that prove to be delectable little works of art. And see 
what happens when the chefs learn they will have to make breakfast-themed desserts each round with the baskets full of 
reminders of the most important meal of the day, including a coffee drink, a cleverly designed candy and waffle dough.   
  
For more of Chopped Sweets, visit FoodNetwork.com/ChoppedSweets to go behind the scenes of the competition, including 
a tour of the sweet new set, and learn the judges’ best baking tips. Join the conversation on social media using 
#ChoppedSweets. 
 

 
#  #  # 

 

FOOD NETWORK (www.foodnetwork.com) is a unique lifestyle network, website and magazine that connects viewers to the power and 
joy of food. The network strives to be viewers' best friend in food and is committed to leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and 
entertaining through its talent and expertise. Food Network is distributed to nearly 100 million U.S. households and draws over 46 million 
unique web users monthly. Since launching in 2009, Food Network Magazine's rate base has grown 13 times and is the No. 2 best-selling 
monthly magazine on the newsstand, with 13.5 million readers. Food Network is owned by Discovery, Inc., a global leader in real life 
entertainment spanning 220 countries and territories; the portfolio also includes Discovery Channel, HGTV, TLC, Investigation Discovery, 
and OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network. 
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